INTER DISCIPLINARY PROJECT
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2019-20
STD. - VI
INSTRUCTION:
Interdisciplinary studies involve the combination of two or more academic disciplines
into one activity or research project. It is ‘creating something by thinking beyond
boundaries’. The modern mind divides, specializes, thinks in categories. Keeping
the same in mind, an interdisciplinary project involving different subjects has been
given to provide the young minds the scope to experiment their specialization and fly
beyond the conventional ways.
HOW TO DO:
01.

Write on an A4 size paper (don’t write on both the sides).

02.

Make a cover page with the following on it : Name of the project, Name of the
student, Class, Sec, Roll No.

03.

Make a content table subjectwise of different subjects like English, Language
(Hindi, Sanskrit, Odia), Science & Social Science.

04.

All papers should be compiled in spiral binding.

INTER DISCIPLINARY PROJECT
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2019-20
STD. - VI

SUBJECT - ENGLISH
‘Water - Wonderful Liquid’
> Write an article on : ‘Water -A wonderful liquid.
> Throw light on water crisis during summer.
> Draw some pictures related to the topic.
> Make a poster to create awareness.
> Write some captions/catchy/attractive lines on the topic.
SUBJECT - SCIENCE
‘Water - Wonderful Liquid’
> Labelled diagrams of water cycle in nature.
> Write the importance of water cycle in nature.
> What are the steps to conserve water for future use?
SUBJECT - SOCIAL SCIENCE
‘Water - Wonderful Liquid’
(Source of Water River and its journey)
Trace any one course of the river journey.
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> Brief description of ‘River’ as the main source of water and as a wonderful liquid. Enlist its
importance.
> History/ origin/paste the river on the River outline map of India.
> River Pollution, Reason & Impact.
> Conservation of River.
> Conclusion.
SUBJECT - ODIA

1. iKk Rúa Rk ^òKUùe EYú : Gjûe ~[û[ðZû _âZò_û\^ Keö
SUBJECT - HINDI

`peue ner peerJeve nw~` Fme efJe<e³e Hej Deveg®íso efueKees~
SUBJECT - SANSKRIT

`peueced SJe peerJeveced` GHeefj SkeÀced Deveg®ísob efueKele~

INTER DISCIPLINARY PROJECT
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2019-20
STD. - VII
INSTRUCTION:
Interdisciplinary studies involve the combination of two or more academic disciplines
into one activity or research project. It is ‘creating something by thinking beyond
boundaries’. The modern mind divides, specializes, thinks in categories. Keeping
the same in mind, an interdisciplinary project involving different subjects has been
given to provide the young minds the scope to experiment their specialization and fly
beyond the conventional ways.
HOW TO DO:
01.

Write on an A4 size paper (don’t write on both the sides).

02.

Make a cover page with the following on it : Name of the project, Name of the
student, Class, Sec, Roll No.

03.

Make a content table subjectwise of different subjects like English, Language
(Hindi, Sanskrit, Odia), Science & Social Science.

04.

All papers should be compiled in spiral binding.

INTER DISCIPLINARY PROJECT
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2019-20
STD. - VII

SUBJECT - ENGLISH
‘Forest - The green lungs”
> A4 size paper, 10-12 pages.
> Build an imaginary story describing suffering from deforestation.
> Present your information on the same topic.
> Make posters to create awareness.
> Write some thoughts or draw pictures relating to the topic.
> Draw pictures or paste pictures to enhance your article.
> Make a cover page.
> Sprial bind along with other subjects.
SUBJECT - SCIENCE
‘Forest - The green lungs of Nature’
> Diagram showing balance of CO 2 & oxygen in nature (along with flowchart diagram.
> Why forest is called as “Green lungs of nature” ? (80-100 Words)
> Write the causes and consequences of deforestation.
> List the methods to conserve forests.
SUBJECT - SOCIAL SCIENCE
‘Forest - The green lungs”
> Cover page - Name, Roll No, Title of the project.
> Brief description of “Forest The Green Lungs”.
> Distribution of forest in Indian states.
> Deforestation Loss of forest cover/Reasons & Impact.
> Forest conservation.
> Forest Rights.
> Conclusion.
SUBJECT - ODIA

‘Bgßeu @^a\ý iéÁò @eYý, Gjûe iêelû @ûce K©ðaý’ - G aòhdùe Zêce cZûcZ _âZò_û\^ Keö
SUBJECT - HINDI

`nceejs peerJeve ceW Jeve keÀer GHe³eesefielee` ef®e$emeefnle Deveg®íso efueKees~
SUBJECT - SANSKRIT

`JevemecHeoe:` GHeefj ef®e$eb ke=ÀlJee SkebÀ Deveg®ísob efueKele~

INTER DISCIPLINARY PROJECT
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2019-20
STD. - VIII
INSTRUCTION:
Interdisciplinary studies involve the combination of two or more academic disciplines
into one activity or research project. It is ‘creating something by thinking beyond
boundaries’. The modern mind divides, specializes, thinks in categories. Keeping
the same in mind, an interdisciplinary project involving different subjects has been
given to provide the young minds the scope to experiment their specialization and fly
beyond the conventional ways.
HOW TO DO:
01.

Write on an A4 size paper (don’t write on both the sides).

02.

Make a cover page with the following on it : Name of the project, Name of the
student, Class, Sec, Roll No.

03.

Make a content table subjectwise of different subjects like English, Language
(Hindi, Sanskrit, Odia), Science & Social Science.

04.

All papers should be compiled in spiral binding.

INTER DISCIPLINARY PROJECT
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2019-20
STD. - VIII
SUBJECT - ENGLISH
‘Environment and we’
> Write on A4 size paper, spiral binding.
> Build an imaginary story describing about a human friendly environment.
> Present your information on the same topic.
> Make some posters to create awareness.
> Write some thoughts or quotations on the topic.
> Draw pictures/paste pictures.
SUBJECT - SCIENCE
‘Environment and we’
> Environment is the most important aspect for the survival of the organism. Make a survey
report on the various factors causing the degradation of the environment and thereby affecting in the smooth survival of the organisms in all forms.
The survey report should include the following points.
> Environment and its importance.
> Causes of its degradation.
> Interdependency of the environment and we.
> Steps to build a healthy environment.
> Role of a student towards the envrionment.
SUBJECT - SOCIAL SCIENCE
‘Environment and we’
> It is the duty of every person to protect the environment and its surrounding. Prepare an
action plan to show don’ts and do’s to make your environment healthy.
OR
> Suppose you are elected as an environment minister of your school government. What
measures will you take to make your school dust free?
> Cover page (Name, Roll no, Title of the project)
> Content table (Brief description of the environment)
> Components of the environment (Classification)
> Importance of a healthy environment.
> Man and Nature relation (Environment)
> Environment Pollution - Reason & Impact.
> Environment conservation - methods & policies.
> Conclusion.
SUBJECT - ODIA

‘_eòùage iêelû jó cû^a icûRe iêelû’ - G aòhdùe Zêce cZûcZ _âZò_û\^ Keö
SUBJECT - HINDI

`He³ee&JejCe Deewj nce` ef®e$e meefnle Deveg®íso efueKees~
SUBJECT - SANSKRIT

`DemceekebÀ He³ee&JejCeced` GHeefj ef®e$eb ke=ÀlJee SkebÀ Deveg®ísob efueKele~

